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Excellence in Modeling Since 2001


Modelithics, Inc. is a unique and exciting company that
specializes in developing and supporting the industry’s
highest quality simulation models for all types of RF
and microwave devices and components.
Modelithics
delivers a clear competitive marketing advantage to our
valued partners. Utilizing our consistent cutting-edge
technologies, enabled in part through our quality
partnerships, we provide custom measurement and
modeling services in addition to our uniquely powerful
model libraries. Our goal is to provide design engineers with
highly accurate data and scalable models that accelerate
the design process. Whether you are a device or
component supplier, equipment provider, simulation tool
supplier, media outlet, or consultant, your customers /
audience are those same design engineers we connect with
every day.
Modelithics consultants are independent
industry experts, who have been instrumental in evaluating
and testing Modelithics models, and in developing design
examples and case studies that demonstrate the advanced
features and the value of our models. As we connect with
these design engineers at leading companies world-wide,
participating companies in the Modelithics® Vendor Partner
(MVP) program, have a clear competitive advantage!
For device and component suppliers, the availability
of high quality simulation models and test data enables
designers to use your devices or components at the
prototype stage, which can translate to large sales during

the manufacturing stage. Modelithics models are already
being used by over three hundred leading commercial and
military focused organizations around the world, including:
Boeing, Ericsson, NXP, General Dynamics, Harris,
Honeywell, Motorola, Nokia-Siemens, Northrop Grumman,
Qorvo, Raytheon and a multitude of universities and
research institutions. Our measurement-based and 3D
full-wave electromagnetic models are proven assets to the
design process, which ultimately helps our device and component supplier MVPs sell more devices and components.
Modelithics also collaborates closely with selected
equipment providers to demonstrate state-of-the-art
characterization solutions in papers, application notes and
press releases, publicized through our media partners. This
helps our equipment provider MVPs develop new business
with customers that want to do some or all of their own
testing and modeling work.
Modelithics works very closely with simulation tool providers
to meet the increasing demand by circuit designers
for accurate RF and microwave component and
semiconductor device models and related application guidance. As a result, we provide models that are optimized to
simulate smoothly, with advanced features that enables
rapid design success and a level of customer excitement
that often leads to increased license counts and maintenance renewals for both the simulation tools and compatible
Modelithics libraries.


Modelithics, Inc. (www.Modelithics.com)
was formed in 2001 to address the
industry-wide need for high-accuracy
RF and microwave active and passive
simulation
models
for
use
in
Electronic Design Automation (EDA).
Modelithics’ premium product is the
Modelithics COMPLETE LibraryTM,
which includes:
• CLR Library™ of measurement-based Microwave Global
Models™ for capacitor, inductor and resistor families
• NLD Library™ (non-linear diode models)
• NLT Library™ (non-linear transistor models)
• SLC Library™ (system level component models)
• S-Parameter & Substrate models

With each Modelithics Library release, new models are made available
to current customers.

In addition, an example of a stand-alone,
fully sponsored vendor-specific library is
the very popular Modelithics-Qorvo-GaN
Library containing accurate and welldocumented models for over seventy high
power GaN transistors.
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Modelithics COMPLETE LibraryTM

Modelithics’ services also address a wide range of custom RF and microwave measurements and modeling needs for
applications ranging from low noise to high power, and from DC to 110 GHz and beyond. Many of our MVPs utilize our
custom measurement and modeling services to supplement in-house resources and “bandwidth” limitations, to more
rapidly address customer needs and emerging market opportunities for new products.
Today, engineers turn to the Internet to
find information they need in order
to craft their next designs. At
Modelithics we want to help your
customers/engineers find useful data
and documentation effortlessly – so in
turn they can produce a quality of work
unmatched by the competition. The
model
information
datasheets,
provided by Modelithics for each
model
represented
in
the
Modelithics library, far exceed
the documentation normally available
for RF simulation models. These
datasheets are available on the
Modelithics website and can also be
accessed conveniently from within the
host simulation tools supported by
Modelithics. A multitude of free
download information and sample
data is available as well.

www.Modelithics.com


The Modelithics Vendor Partner program provides partnering options to flexibly meet your engagement interests and needs
at any particular time. Our relationships enable precision supplemental data for product improvement as well as
datasheets, customer data requests, and application notes. We provide design engineers with high-accuracy models for
vendor partner products and support the multiple RF simulation tools used by your customers. The MVP program offers
various relationship levels to choose from:

• Sponsoring
• Strategic
Cooperative MVP
A Cooperative MVP allows for
mutual web linking to make
rapid model support available to
customers,
regardless
of
whether
they
first
seek
information through Modelithics
or through the vendor partner’s
website. As a Cooperative MVP,
the Partner’s corporate or
business unit summary will be
added to the “Resources”
(or similarly named) area on
the Modelithics website. In
situations where value-added
application
notes,
models
and/or
data
have
been
developed
by
Modelithics,
Modelithics will also create
a custom landing page for
the Partner. MVP landing
pages contain the partnercompany’s logo, a list of
Modelithics models for that
vendor’s components and any
documentation that is related to
the specific MVP. (Web traffic on
MVP landing pages is tracked
and can be shared with partners
in the Strategic and Sponsoring
levels of the MVP program).
There is no charge for
Cooperative MVP relationships.
Cooperative MVP relationships
are designed to rapidly increase
designer convenience in finding
the best design information
available on RF and microwave
devices and components as
well as simulation sofrware and
test equipment available from
our Cooperative MVPs.

• Supportive
• Cooperative
MVP Custom Landing Page

Cooperative MVP - Media Partner
and Cooperative MVP - Consultant
The Cooperative - Media Partner & Cooperative Consultant MVP relationships provide all
of the benefits of our Cooperative MVP. These levels are offered for the various media
partners and key consultants that work closely with the Modelithics team. There is no
charge for Cooperative Media Partner & Cooperative Consultant MVP relationships.

Supportive MVP
The Supportive MVP relationship provides all of the benefits of our Cooperative MVP, with
vendors utilizing Modelithics extensive measurement and model support resources for
satisfying internal or external needs for device data and/or models. Such data is commonly
used, for example for the generation of improved component datasheets and marketing
information. Supportive MVPs often work closely with Modelithics to develop new
application notes for publication in various web-based and print media and to satisfy
specific customer measurement or model data requests, using Modelithics resources as a
supplement to internal resources.
For a Supportive MVP, Modelithics provides discounted pricing for projects tailored to your
organization’s characterization and modeling needs. Where applicable, results from
specific projects can be included in MVP landing pages for convenient access
by designers.
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Strategic MVP
As part of the Strategic MVP relationship, the Vendor Partner can fund new or enhance models for Partner’s
components or devices that generally become part of the Modelithics COMPLETE Library™ and are typically
distributed for a fee. Vendor partners with models currently available within the COMPLETE Library can become
a Strategic MVP for a nominal annual support fee. The Strategic MVP level allows a Partner to sponsor free model
licenses to Partner’s most valued customers for 30-days.
Strategic MVP benefits include:
• Discounted pricing for model development.
• Free use of MVP Modelithics models for 30 days for an unlimited number of customers as a 1 time trial
(while Strategic MVP status remains active)
• MVP specific installer for model trials
• Model development and distribution of models through inclusion within the Modelithics COMPLETE Library
of accurate simulation models
• Free downloads of example models and sample data from your MVP landing page (upon mutual agreement)
• Distribution and support for multiple simulators (e.g. Keysight Technologies’ Advanced Design System (ADS),
Keysight Genesys, NI AWR Design Environment/Microwave Office™, Keysight Technologies’ Genesys, ANSYS®
HFSS™, Sonnet® Suites™, and Cadence® Virtuoso Spectre RF®).
• MVP Landing page setup and updating along with reciprocal web linking to/from Partner web page
• Sharing of sales prospects and web traffic information
• Modelithics promoted marketing
• Priority Support for customers
• Listing on the Modelithics site under “Resources” (or similarly named) section
At the Strategic MVP level, Modelithics shares the associated costs, which vary depending on the type and number
of models to be developed – the Partner pays for model creation at a discounted price. Modelithics covers the
cost of distribution and support through sales of the Modelithics Library and related sub-libraries.

Sponsoring MVP
The Sponsoring MVP relationship includes the same benefits as the Strategic MVP. However, the Sponsoring MVP
allows a Partner to sponsor free model licenses to Partner’s most valued customers for 90-days. Modelithics will track
trial licenses issued, walk the customer through installation, and show them how to get the best results from MVP
component models within their chosen RF and microwave simulation software.
The Sponsoring MVP level will include all benefits within Strategic as well as the following:
• Free extended use of Modelithics developed models for an agreed upon period (e.g. 90 days, 6 months
or 1 year) for an unlimited number of customers for a 1 time trial
• Partner-specific sub-library for trials and support of your sales team (e.g. free model use can be coupled
with part sample requests)
• Modelithics enhanced marketing promotions
• Logo on Modelithics website linking to MVP landing page
• Sponsoring MVP fees can be waived depending on the amount of funded model development done in
the preceding year
“Thanks you for helping us create great designs - faster and with a higher level of quality! Modelithics models allowed
us to better predict performance and correct any deficiencies prior to final component selection and prototype
fabrication Yields were also improved as designs were better centered.”
Theo Pantazopoulos, ThinkRF Corporation

www.Modelithics.com



*Annual Support Fee waived with sufficient funded library model development. Contact Modelithics for details.
**Mutual web linking by Vendor is required for reciprocal web linking by Modelithics.
***An additional discount applies for work related to library model development.
****Vendor Partner Installers are available for purchase within the Cooperative MVP Program for a 1 (one) time
fee of $2,000.

“I’ve been using Modelithics since 2005 and have developed a trust that these models will get me on target in the first
spin. In 2015, now working at a new company, the Modelithics’ trial period enabled me to repeatedly demonstrate the
value of these models in enabling high frequency simulations to predict reality and drastically reduce design risk. My
new employer was so impressed they bought 3 ”COMPLETE” licenses. I’m so very glad to continue using these models.
It feels like you’re driving blind without them.”
Michael S., G3 Technologies, Inc.
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Marketing and promotion of the
Modelithics Vendor Partner is important
to the success of the MVP
Program. As part of the MVP Program,
Modelithics will include MVPs in
our
marketing
materials,
which
may
include Application
Notes,
E-Newsletters,
Press
Releases,
Library
Brochures,
Trade-Show
Marketing
presentations,
Industry
Publications, etc.
“Modelithics is the hero of the RF/
Microwave engineering profession. I
can’t think of a single company that has
done more to advance our profession
from a black art to a science.”
Jeff Philips, RF Engineer |
Microwave Engineer | Analog
Engineer | Electrical Engineer |
Hardware Engineer
Through a simple Internet link to the
Modelithics site, we can provide you
with free web based marketing wins as
a Cooperative Modelithics Vendor
Partner. With appropriate coordination
and
engagement
through
the
Supportive, Strategic or Sponsoring
MVP levels, we can provide further
assistance that can include tracking
prospects, sharing sales leads, and
driving qualified clients to your business
in return. We work diligently for
our partners so they can see a
steady climb on their return on
investment. Our quality of service,
customer response, and reliable
delivery are reasons we can list several
of the world’s leading electronics
manufacturers, including AVX, Barry,
Coilcraft, International Manufacturing
Services (IMS), Johanson Technology,
KEMET,
Mini-Circuits,
Murata,
Passive Plus, Piconics, Presidio,
Qorvo, Smiths Interconnect, TDK,

Ad placement included in September 2018
issue of Microwave Journal (not to scale).
Vanguard Electronics, Vishay, and Würth Elektronik as MVPs. Together,
your organization and Modelithics have the ability to provide the highest
quality products and most accurate models available to the
RF and Microwave industry. We look forward to the opportunity to working
with your team. Don’t miss your opportunity to become a MVP.

Contact Modelithics today to discuss the MVP level that bet suits your need!

www.Modelithics.com
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Our Mission
The mission of Modelithics, Inc. is to provide exceptionally accurate
RF & microwave models and measurements. We help accelerate
high frequency product design and serve as a value-added partner
to device, instrumentation and design software suppliers.
Modelithics Engineering, Applications and Support Team

For additional information on the
Modelithics MVP Program, please contact:
MVP@modelithics.com
Phone: (813) 866-6335 Fax: (813) 866-6334
3802 Spectrum Blvd., Suite 130
Tampa, FL 33612, USA
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